
OMRANIA is a Registered Provider with The American Institute of
Architects Continuing Education Systems (AIA/CES).  Credit(s) earned on
completion of this program will be reported to AIA/CES for AIA
members.  Certificates of Completion for both AIA members and non-
AIA members are available upon request.

This program is registered with AIA/CES for continuing professional
education.  As such, it does not include content that may be deemed
or construed to be an approval or endorsement by the AIA of any
material of construction or any method or manner of handling, using,
distributing, or dealing in any material or product.

Questions related to specific materials, methods, and services will be
addressed at the conclusion of this presentation.



Course Description
In October 2010, the AIA/CES system was updated with the new CES

Discovery system, in that time we have transferred more than one

million records. This new update has made it necessary to remind

us of the AIA/CES policies and procedures, to introduce the “new”

provider ethics, and to reintroduce the AIA/CES audits/quality

assurance program. This presentation covers those areas giving

providers the opportunity to give feedback and input.





Learning Objectives
At the end of this program, participants will have a better understanding of

the following:

1 - in the absence of a modern local vernacular and in order not to replicate
traditional architecture, how do we create a design that is of its place?

2 - The influence of the Desert on architecture, “From” and “For”

3 - The specifics of the desert as inspiration - colors, land formations, and the
local climate of Riyadh

4 - Biomimicry- taking messages and forms from nature- in architectural design



Messages from the Desert



OLD RIYADH

A city adapted to the desert



roofs and adjacencies

OLD RIYADH



temporal spaces

OLD RIYADH



sustainable materials

OLD RIYADH



sustainable community

OLD RIYADH



public realm

OLD RIYADH



how have we gone from this………

organic urban form



.....to this?

repetitive, dense, alien



Courtyard Villa Modern Villas

typologies

forced & isolatedresponsive & interactive



Messages from the desert

shaped by wind



movement



pattern



linearity



mixed textures



shape and formation



relief



strata



shaped by water







“a camel is a horse
designed by a committee”

team work

- Sir Alec Issigonis



difficult sites























































MESSAGES FROM NATURE



Biomimicry in urbanism

just as the veins on a leaf...



Biomimicry in urbanism

...out of necessity urban form
developed mimicking nature



Radial Grids: Spiderweb & a Chinese City

Biomimicry in urbanism

accidentally



Martina Franca, Italy



Biomimicry in urbanism





Irrigation Ditches

Biomimicry in urbanism

Palmanova, Italy



Biomimicry in architecture

RING AND NODE



Biomimicry in architecture

cellular structures



Biomimicry in architecture

patterns and cores



Biomimicry in architecture

arrays and parametrics



geometry and mathematics



The golden section and fibonacci sequence



The golden section





The golden section

day to day design



Biomimicry in architecture





KAFD GRAND MOSQUE











turkey



mali



russia



kuwait



indonesia



kuwait















THE DESERT ROSE















KAFD GRAND MOSQUE



KAFD GRAND MOSQUE



KAFD GRAND MOSQUE



KAFD GRAND MOSQUE



KAFD GRAND MOSQUE



the 5th elevationKAFD GRAND MOSQUE



Structural solution













KAFD GRAND MOSQUE



Thank you – any questions?


